The Tech

Beaver Hoopsters Defeat Stevens 64-58; Final Twenty Seconds Decides The Game

An excellent full court press combined with a fourth-quarter rally by the visitors once again provided the fans assembled in Holyoke Cage with some exciting action and resulted in another victory for the Engineer basketball team, as they dropped a strong Stevens quintet by a 44-28 count last Saturday night. Stevens pressed throughout most of the game and dominated fancy play, but in the extra fouls that cut them enabled the winners to drop through the all-but-deadly margin on free throws. Dee Vergun '61 once again led the winners with 22 points followed by Mac Jordan '58 with 15 and James Bise of the losers with 18.

The Beavers hit 21 of 45 shots for an excellent 46.7% average while Stevens netted only 21 out of 74 for 28.4%. The 22 out of 30 free throws for MIT to 16 out of 27 for Stevens were slightly favorable to those in the edge in the important points.

Vergun Opens Scoring

Vergun opened the scoring after a minute of play with a jump shot and a hot free quarter follow-up. The score was knotted 6 times with both teams taking brief leads before Vergun dropped through two beautiful hooks around the post 5:27 starting the engineers off with an easy 5-1 lead. A tip shot pulled Stevens to within 7 points with nine minutes remaining the lead stretched 5-0-55-10156-98-4 drops through to 56-48. Jordan dropped three for the Terriers but Vergun dropped 6 to increase this to 6-0 with an easy 5-1 lead. A tip shot with 21 seconds remaining the gap to 40-38 but the press was enough to cause Jordan and Stevens to be given a chance at the foul line with two foul shots bringing the score to a tie of 46-48 with 1.05 remaining. The Beavers froze Vergun with less than a minute remaining. His back shots to increase the lead to four, and followed with aggressive defense to tie up the ball on the ensuing downtown play.

In the third period Deed Vergun was fouled but missed the first shot. The winning team was not able to maintain several important free throws and with less than a minute remaining the Beavers had dribbled to 46-46. Jordan dropped through the last two of his two free throws but was not able to score giving the engineers the win over Stevens by a 6-0 margin in the final standing in this league.

Wrestlers Stop BU

Win 6 Of 8 Matches
First Pin For Boese

MIT's wrestlers picked up their second consecutive victory as they kept a surprising strong Boston University squad winless. The Terrier Engineers won only two matches last Saturday afternoon, Tec winning with two pins, three close decisions and a forfeit.

Bob Boese won his first match this year when he put Don Ray's shoulder in the air at 167 pounds with 21 seconds left. Tony Ordin '60 clinched a 6-0 decision to this 6-0 with an easy 5-1 decision. The Terriers scored first in the 155-pound class when Pete Magyar '57 drawable with a 9 second fall. Ordin and John Hirschi '56 at 170 pounds, Ordin and John Hirschi '56 at 170 pounds allowed with a 9 second decision at 170 pounds. The first period wanted no more time as he turned Ray's head over for a fall as the round ended.

Jim Evans '56 replaced Mike Bruner '57 at 190 pounds and was thrown around the mat and pinned with one second remaining.

The final bout of the afternoon proved to be the close with Tony Vertin '57 fighting to overcome a sixteen point deficit. Bill O'Keefe '57 was first to take a 2-0 lead at 177 pounds. Vertin downed in the first period and scored again on a fall. With only 5 seconds advantage, Vertin came back in the second and third periods with a couple of near falls to com-pletely dominate the match and finally on vertin five points.

The grapplers have two more meets at home, Coast Guard and Dartmouth on the next two Saturday afternoons in preparation for the New England Intercollegiates March second and third in Holyoke Cage.

with what seemed to be a comfortable 9 point lead.

Hold Big Lead

Platter's unanswerable second scoring with a jump shot and Vergun followed it with another. Jordan dropped through two free throws and the Engineers had jumped to a 48-28 lead before Stevens came back in the third quarter. Stevens had a free throw to 198 minutes remaining in the game. The home team then juggled for a hot streak but was unable to get anything on the board. The winners managed several important free shots and with five minutes remaining the Beavers had dribbled to 46-46. Jordan dropped through the last two of his two free throws but was not able to score giving the engineers the win over Stevens by a 6-0 margin in the final standing in this league.

EVERYBODY CALLS FOR LUCKY DROODLES!

WHAT'S THIS?

For solution see paragraph below.

MATCHLESS—thar's the word for Lucky Strike! Want better taste in a cigarette? Light up a Lucky! Lucky taste better because they're made of fine tobacco that's carefully blended—so you get a full-bodied smoke. Lucky's SMOKES LIKE A CIGARETTE—that's why they're so quick and easy to light. Lucky's is the best cigarette you can buy because it's the only one that's TOASTED to taste better. Incidentally, matchless is the word for that Droodle, too; it's titled: Very short taste in a cigarette? Light up a Lucky! Luckies taste MATCHLESS—that's why they're so quick and easy to light. Lucky's SMOKES LIKE A CIGARETTE—that's why they're so quick and easy to light. Lucky's is the best cigarette you can buy because it's the only one that's TOASTED to taste better. Incidentally, matchless is the word for that Droodle, too; it's titled: Very short